Reply to the Editor:

We read with great interest the letter by Vondran and colleagues referring to our publication on the use of microaxial pumps in patients with postcardiotomy cardiogenic shock (PCCS) following coronary artery bypass grafting. The authors criticize the nonuse of intra-aortic balloon pumps (IABP) preoperatively as well as postoperatively in our patients, referring to current European as well as American guidelines for PCCS.1,2 This criticism is quite astonishing when looking at the aforementioned guidelines. In the European guidelines, the only class III recommendation says “the implantation of an IABP is not recommended in cases of severe LV or biventricular dysfunction as a primary treatment option in case of impossible CPB weaning or acute heart failure shortly after CPB weaning.”2

The American Association for Thoracic Surgery guidelines find an IABP “attractive” due to its safety and ease of placement but state in the same paragraph that an IABP is insufficient in reversing cardiogenic shock. In line with this, the American Association for Thoracic Surgery guidelines state about the Impella: “Unlike the IABP, these devices drastically reduce LV end-diastolic pressure and volume and may be better poised to support systemic perfusion while allowing the heart to recover.”3

In the absence of randomized controlled trials for the use of either percutaneous device for postcardiotomy cardiogenic shock, both guidelines clearly find the characteristics of transvalvular microaxial pumps attractive in patients with PCCS, supporting our use of microaxial pumps in these patients in PCCS.

By combining circulatory support with left ventricular unloading, an overall survival of 69.4% in our patients with PCCS was achieved when the support was initiated simultaneously during coronary artery bypass grafting surgery. This survival is superior to the majority of published data on PCCS extracorporeal support and therefore of interest to the cardiac surgery community.4

Skepticism in the use of new machines in medicine is broad and sometimes justified; yet, when considering our encouraging data, this skepticism may appear in a different light. We feel it is the duty of high-volume cardiac surgery centers to start gathering evidence for new medical devices in patients with PCCS, where randomized controlled trials are always difficult to pursue due to high costs and cohort inhomogeneity. We certainly think that it is our occupational responsibility in an academic high-volume center to take the field of PCCS, and therefore cardiac surgery, forward.
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